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by Mei Yee Leong
Wedding season is on its' wonderful, way and I am really excited to see what kinds of themes and
beautiful décor will be explored. I am looking forward to see what couples will be embracing, and
what I will be photographing as a result!
There are many different elements and details that add that something extra special to weddings,
and that help create the right ambience and atmosphere. Whether it is a floral centrepiece or a
wash of colour in a drape or even a bowl of vintage sweets. These little details can really add a
little extra something to a wedding theme and overall effect.
Florals are always going to be popular and a main focus of weddings but there is a particular and
keen use of leaves, and foliage elements, highlighting green as a central focus. The overall effect is
still traditional but with a somewhat tropical feel, owing to the overuse of plants and leaves
predominantly.

Green foliage, bringing garden vibes to

Greenery has been the choice of colour for 2017 but 2018, heralds a new palette, with Ultraviolet
paving the way for colour schemes everywhere (fashion, beauty and of course the wedding industry
too). It is an unusual colour but it will certainly feature in many weddings, on material for
bridesmaid's dresses, bouquets, and other decorative elements. Ultraviolet is a hot choice for those
wanting to be on-trend and wishing to be a little bit different and edgy.

Ultraviolet hues, a beautiful accent alternative to purple ...
To wrap up the elements to look out for, coppery tones are increasingly on demand – adding a slight
rustic look to any wedding (a wonderful and alternative aesthetic to the traditional silver and golds).
Lights reflect off of this finish in a completely different way. Absolutely stunning. To be found on
table decorative elements, such as utensils and dinner plates, lampshade for lighting and design
effects on invitations ...

Elegance knows no bounds ...

